Bern Porter Collection  
Correspondence, Etc.

Description

This series contains correspondence and other materials pertaining to particular individuals. The correspondence may be to or from Porter or a third party.

Nomenclature:

ACS = autographed (handwritten) card, signed  
ALS = autographed letter, signed  
ANS = autographed note, signed  
MS = manuscript  
TCS = typed card, signed  
TLS = typed letter, signed  
TNS = typed note, signed

“Printed Material”
- most photocopies
  - flyers
  - mass mailings
- other printed material
  - bibliographies
  - blank postcards
  - brochures
  - business cards
  - programs
  - résumés

“Other Material”
- artwork
- checks
- posters
- stamps
- miscellany
Box 1

Aaron, Hugh
  Clippings
Aaron, Richard S. E.
  1 TLS and printed material
Abbink, Milly
  1 TLS
Abrash, Diana
  1 TLS
Abyss Press
  1 ALS and printed material
Acerra, Michael
  3 ALS and 1 envelope
Ackerman, Julia
  1 ALS
Adams, Daniel
  1 TLS and printed material
Adler, Mortimer
  Clippings
Aiken, Clarissa L.
  1 TCS
Aisenberg, Nadya
  2 TLS, 1 ACS, and 5 poems
Ajayi, T.O.
  1 TLS
Akerman, Darren J.
  1 MS
Alcala Vega, Christina
  1 ALS, 1 ANS, and 2 envelopes
Aldrich, Patricia
  5 ACS, 1 ANS, 1 photo, a clipping, printed material, and other material
Alechinsky, Pierre
  Clippings
Alguire, Judith
  1 MS
Alsin, Juneau J.
  2 TLS
Altemus, Reed
  2 ALS, 1 TLS, 1 envelope, printed material, and other material
Altschul, Darlene
  2 TLS, 3 ACS, 3 envelopes, printed material, and other material
Amantea, Carlos
1 TLS

Ameem, Mark
1 ALS and 1 ACS

Ames, John
Clippings

Amsler, Joseph W.
3 ALS

Anaedome, Annie
1 envelope and other material

And, Miekal and Liz Was
Folder 1:
13 TLS, 7 ALS, 3 TCS, 2 ACS, 3 ANS, 3 envelopes, printed material, and other material
Folder 2:
6 TLS, 3 ALS, and printed material
Folder 3:
1 ALS and printed material
Folder 4:
Printed material

Box 2

And, Miekal and Liz Was
Folder 5:
6 TLS, 5 ALS, 2 ANS, 1 envelope, clippings, and printed material
Folder 6:
1 ACS and printed material

Anderson, Eric
Printed material

Anderson, Forrest
3 TLS and printed material

Anderson, Fortner
1 TLS

Anderson, John C.
Printed material

Andrews, Bruce
2 ALS and 1 ACS

Angelou, Maya
Printed poems

Anne, Lois
Other material

Arbour, Dennis
Clippings

Arguelles, Ivan
Other material
Armstrong, D. (Mrs. Earl)  
1 ALS, 1 envelope

Armstrong, E. L.  
1 TLS

Armstrong, Richard  
2 ALS and 1 ACS

Arnaud, Celine  
Printed poem

Arno Press  
2 TLS and legal material

Arrak, Juri  
Other material

Arroyo, Rane R.  
1 TLS and printed material

Artaud, Antoine  
1 MS and clippings

Box 3

Azcrizzi, Joe  
Printed material

Atherton, Susan  
Folder 1: 16 ALS, 16 TLS, 8 ACS, 2 ANS, 1 TNS, 1 envelope, 1 MS, 3 poems, clippings, and printed material  
Folder 2: 15 ALS, 13 TLS, 8 ACS, 3 ANS, 5 envelopes, 69 poems, a clipping, 4 photos, printed material, and other material  
Folder 3: 26 ALS, 8 TLS, 11 ACS, clippings, printed materials and other material  
Folder 4: 1 MS

Atwood, Margaret  
Printed poem

Austin, Alan  
1 TLS

Backman, Nancy  
2 TLS, 1 ALS, 2 ANS, 1 MS, and printed material

Bail, Jay  
1 MS

Baird, Martha  
1 TLS and printed material

Baiungo, Josephine  
1 TLS

Baker, Dean  
1 TLS, 5 poems, and printed material

Balboni, Margo  
Other material
Baley, Geneve
   Printed material
Ballerini, Luigi and Richard Milazzo
   3 TLS
Banana, Anna
   Folder 1: 4 ALS, 1 TLS, 3 ACS, 1 envelope, printed material, and other material
   Folder 2: Printed material
Barancik, Robert
   Printed material
Barnes, Djuna
   Clippings and printed material
Barnes, Kate
   1 ALS and clippings
Barr, Richard L.
   2 TLS
Barth, Edward C.
   1 TLS and printed material
Barth, Vanessa
   7 ALS, 3 TLS, 48 ACS, 3 ANS, clippings, and printed material
Batleno, Carl (Mrs.) – filed at Etta (Mrs. Lewis H) Porter
Baxter, William
   1 TLS
Bay Poets
   Printed material
Beaudoin, Kenneth L.
   1 TLS
Beaver, William J.
   1 ALS and printed material
Beck, August S.
   1 MS

Box 4

Becker, Carl
   Clippings
Beckett, Marion B.
   Folder 1: 4 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 envelope, clippings, 1 photo, printed material, and other material
   Folder 2: 3 TLS, 1 MS, printed material and other materials
Beehler, Albert
   1 ALS, 1 ACS, 1 ANS, and other material
Beitchman, Philip
   1 MS
Bell, Michael
   4 TLS and 1 TCS
Bellacera, Carole
   1 TLS, 2 MS, and printed material
Benedetto, Vincent
   2 MS
Benet, Laura
   Clippings
Benevento, Joseph J.
   1 MS
Bennington, George
   2 TLS, 4 ACS, 2 TCS, 1 ANS
Benjamin, Jerry
   1 TLS and printed material
Benner, Emily
   2 ALS, 47 poems
Bennett, John M.
   8 ALS, 5 ACS, 2 TCS, 3 ANS, 1 envelope, printed material, and other material
Bennett, Macky
   3 ALS, 6 ACS, and 2 photos
Benson, Andrew
   1 TLS
Bentley, Lucinda
   Printed material, other material
Berg, Nial
   1 ACS
Berkin, Gerald J.
   1 MS
Berkolds, Andra
   1 TLS and 1 MS
Berlinski, Allen
   3 ALS
Bernard, Nadya
   1 ACS
Bernard, Sid
   1 ALS
Berrington, Ted
   Clipping
Berry, Eli
   1 TLS
Berry, Jake
   1 MS
Berry, Priscilla
   1 ALS, 2 ACS, 1 envelope, and 2 MS
Berryman, John
   Printed poem
Berthelot, Raymond O.
  2 MS
Bertholf, Robert
  5 TLS
Bietry-Salinger, Jehanne
  Printed material
Bignell, Rob
  1 MS
Bird, Michael
  3 TLS, 1 TCS, 1 MS, and clippings
Biscone, Mark A.
  1 TLS
Bisele, Thomas
  1 TLS
Bishop, Jim
  1 ACS
Bishop, Randi
  1 TLS
Bivona, Francesco
  1 MS
Bixler, Julius S.
  1 TLS and 1 envelope
Blair, Farnham
  Clippings
Blair, Susan
  1 ALS and 1 envelope
Blake, Harriet S.
  9 ALS, 5 TLS, 5 ACS, 1 TNS, 5 envelope, 1 MS, a clipping, and printed material
Blank, Les
  1 ALS, clippings, and printed material
Blauhut, Adam
  1 MS
Bleus, Guy
  1 TLS and 1 envelope
Bloch, Mark S.
  2 ALS, 1 TLS, 1 TCS, 1 TNS, 3 envelopes, and printed material
Bogan, John E.
  1 poem

Box 5

Bogdanovic, Nenad
  1 TLS, 1 envelope, printed material, and other material
Bookey, Ted
  1 ALS
Booth, Philip
    1 TCS, 1 ANS, printed poems, a clipping, and printed material

Borges, Jorge L.
    Printed material

Bouchey, Myrna
    Printed poem

Bovoso, Carole Lewis
    Printed material

Bowden, Harry
    2 TLS, printed material, and other material

Bowden, Lois
    4 ALS, 7 ACS, 1 TCS, a clipping, and printed material

Bowden, Minnie
    5 TLS, 2 ALS, 3 MS, 1 poem, and clippings

Bowles, Ryan
    1 TLS and 1 MS

Bowman, David
    2 TLS and printed material

Bowman, Leslie
    1 TLS

Bowman, Richard
    3 TLS, 2 MS, and a clipping

Bowmans, Bart
    1 ALS

Braasch, Jenniefer M.
    1 TLS

Brady, Stephen
    1 MS

Brahehage, Jane
    1 MS

Braithwaite, Kent
    1 MS

Bramhall, John
    1 MS

Brandt, Georgina H.
    Printed material

Branson, Branley A.
    1 MS

Brazeau, Anne
    1 ALS and 1 ANS

Brennan, Joseph E.
    3 TLS and printed material

Brewton, Johnny
    1 TLS and 1 ANS

Bridges, Rocky
    1 ALS and 1 MS
Bridwell, Tom
   3 TLS
Briers, David
   2 TLS and 1 envelope
Brillhart, Lavon D.
   16 poems
Brody, Harry
   4 MS
Brooks, Bob
   1 ACS and 1 ANS
Brooks, David
   5 ALS, 3 ACS, clippings, 1 photo, and printed material
Brooks, James
   1 TNS and 1 MS
Broumas, Olga and T. Begley
   1 TNS, 1 MS, 1 printed poem, and printed material
Brown, Jean
   18 ALS, 4 TLS, 4 ACS, 2 ANS, 2 envelopes, clippings, and printed material
Brown, Richard W.
   2 TLS

Box 6

Brown, Tom
   3 MS
Brummer, Helen M.
   1 ALS and 1 TLS
Brunt, Larry.
   1 typed MS
Bryan, Tom
   3 TLS, 2 ALS, 3 ACS, printed material, and other material
Buchanan, Patrick
   Clippings
Bullock, Marilyn
   1 TLS and printed material
Burch, Charleton
   1 TLS
Burgess, Marj
   1 ACS
Burgraff, Ben
   Printed material
Burkart, Gene
   2 TLS and printed material
Burning Press
   1 ALS, a clipping, and printed material
Burrison, William  
   1 ALS, 1 ANS, and 11 MS
Burrus, Harry  
   1 TLS and printed material
Burwell, Basil  
   Clippings and printed material
Bushmiller, Edgar A.  
   1 ALS, 1 TLS, printed material, and other material
C., J.  
   1 ALS, 2 MS, and printed material
Caesar, H. Nicholas  
   1 MS
Caesar, William  
   1 MS
Cage, John  
   Printed material
Cairns, Phyllis  
   1 TLS, 1 ACS, and printed material
Callow, Trissy  
   1 ACS
Calonge, Julio  
   1 TLS, 1 TCS, and 3 envelopes
Cameron, Eric  
   1 MS
Camfer, Kennard  
   1 MS
Campbell, Andrews B.  
   2 TLS, 1 ALS, 2 ACS, and clippings

**Box 7**

Campbell, Charles  
   1 TLS and printed material

Cannizzo, Jeanine  
   14 poems
Cantsin, Monty  
   1 TLS
Card, June  
   2 ALS, printed material, and other material
Carpenter, Carol  
   1 MS
Carpenter, William  
   Printed poem
Carper, Tom  
   1 TLS
Carroll, Mary
4 poems
Carter, Doris
13 MS
Carter, Nanette
Clippings
Carter, Rosalynn
1 TLS
Cassidy, Basel
1 TLS and printed material
Castleman, David
1 ALS and 25 MS
Cauchi, Patrick
1 TLS, 1 MS, and printed material
Cebulski, F. J.
2 TLS
Center for Human Radiobiology
4 TLS
Cernak, Miss
Other material
Chalfen, Rob
1 ALS, printed material, and other material
Chamberlain, Kent Clair
3 poems
Champendal, Michel
1 ACS
Chan, Jane P.
1 MS
Charlette, Nellie G.
1 poem
Cherches, Peter
1 TNS
Cherry, Constance
1 TLS
Chester, Roberta
1 ACS
Chidakel, Aaron
Other material
Childs, Barbara A.
1 MS
Chin, Frank
Clippings
Chuey, Josephine
2 ALS, 1 envelope, and printed material
Chuma, Yoshiko
Other material
Chung, Frances
  6 poems
Chute, Carol
  Other material
Chute, Robert
  2 ACS and printed material
Ciceri, Enrico
  1 envelope
Cisse, Souleymane
  Printed material
Civásqaquí, José
  1 MS
Clark, Alan
  1 TCS and clippings
Clark, David
  1 TLS and printed material
Clawson, Calvin
  2 TLS and 1 MS
Climenhaga, Joel
  2 TLS
Cockrill, Kevin L.
  1 TLS
Cocks, J. Fraser
  1 TLS
Cocteau, Jean
  Printed poem
Cohen, Benjamin S.
  4 MS
Cohen, Ryosuke
  1 ANS, printed material, and other material
Cohen, William
  17 TLS, 1 ALS, clippings, and printed material
Cole, Danah
  1 ALS
Cole, David
  4 TLS, 3 ALS, 3 ACS, 1 envelope, printed material, and other material
Coleman, Roger
  2 MS
Compton, David
  1 ACS
Condon, Phil
  1 MS
Connellan, Leo
  1 TLS, 1 envelope, other material, and clippings
Connors, Dana F.
  4 TLS
Conrad, Gene
   1 TLS
Conway, Mary
   6 ALS, 2 ACS, 2 TCS, and 1 envelope
Conz, Francesco
   Folder 1: 7 TLS, 2 ALS, 5 envelopes, 6 photos, printed material, and other material
   Folder 2: 8 TLS, 2 ALS, 2 envelopes, and printed material
   Folder 3: 18 TLS, 1 ANS, 1 envelope, clippings, printed material, and other material

**Box 8**

Coogan, Garth
   1 TNS and printed material
Cook, Susan F.
   1 TCS
Cooney, James
   1 ALS and printed material
Cooper, Irene
   4 poems
Copp, Fletcher
   2 MS
Corbett, Michael B.
   2 ALS and other material
Corinna
   1 TLS and 1 MS
Corman, Cid
   1 ALS, 1 ACS, and printed material
Cornell, Thomas
   Other material
Cornwall, Ruth E.
   1 TLS, 3 ACS, and 1 TCS
Corroto, Mark
   10 ALS, 1 TLS, 63 ACS, 1 ANS, 4 envelopes, clippings, 2 photos, printed material, and other material
Corso, Gregory
   1 poem
Cory, Mark Ensign
   Printed material
Coseriu, Eugenio
   2 TLS
Cosma, Flavia
   1 TLS and 6 poems
Costello, Mary
   15 TLS, 6 ANS, legal material, printed material
Cotter, William R.
   5 TLS, 6 TCS, printed material, and other material
Cottrell, Barbara
   1 ALS
Counts, Cathy
   1 ALS, 1 TLS, 1 ACS, and printed material
Courant, Diane B.
   Printed material
Couteau, Bob
   1 MS
Cowen, Walker
   1 TLS
Cox, Dorris M.
   Folder 1: 9 ALS, 1 TLS, 15 ACS, 1 ANS, 8 envelopes, clippings and 3 photos
   Folder 2: 37 ALS, 2 TLS, 21 ACS, 2 ANS, 10 envelopes, clippings, 4 photos, and printed material
Cox, Verna
   1 TLS
Craig, Leonard
   Clippings
Craigie, Peter
   1 TLS, 1 ACS, and printed material
Crane, Michael
   4 ALS, 2 TLS, 2 ACS, 4 ANS, 1 TNS, and printed material
Crash
   1 envelope
Crazy Ace and Lady
   Printed material
Crichton, Alan
   1 ACS, clippings, and printed material

Box 9

Crozier, Robin
   6 ALS, 2 TLS, 1 ACS, a clipping, printed material, and other material
Cummings, J. M.
   1 MS
Curley, Bruce
   Other material
Curtay, Jean-Paul
   Clippings
Curtin, K.
   1 MS
Curtis, Kenneth M.
   3 TLS, 1 TCS, and 3 envelopes
Dakin, Laurence
  4 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 TCS, 1 TNS, and 6 envelopes
D'Amico, Julie A.
  1 TLS and 2 ACS
DaSilva, Gypsy
  1 TLS
Davies, Diana
  1 MS, other material, and clippings
Davis, Bob
  1 MS
Davis, Maggie S.
  1 ALS and printed material
Davis, Ronald E. and Richard S. Aaron
  1 TLS and printed material
Davis, Squidge
  Clippings
Day, Anthony
  1 MS
Day, Holly
  3 MS
Daybell, Richard
  1 MS
De Juan-Gomez, Anabel
  1 TLS
Dean, Larry O.
  1 TLS, printed material, and other material
Dearborn, Mary V.
  21 TLS, 6 ALS, 17 ACS, 3 ANS, and clippings
Debris, Roger
  1 ACS
Debs, Josephine R.
  5 ALS and 2 ACS
DeFord, Miriam A.
  1 TLS, 1 TCS, and 1 envelope
DeGruson, Gene
  4 TLS, 1 TCS, 1 TNS, and printed material
DelleDonne, Marse
  1 TLS and printed material
Dellolio, Peter
  1 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 MS, printed material, and other material
Deming, Alison
  1 TCS
Dennehy, John W.
  1 MS
Denning, Robert A.
  1 TLS, clippings, and printed material
Denning, Scott A.
   1 MS
Depasquale, Dr. V.A.
   1 TLS
DeWitt, James
   20 poems
Dickenson, Louise
   Clippings
Dickey, James
   1 TLS and other material
Dieckman, Suzanne B.
   1 TLS and 1 MS
Dietrich, Hansjoachim
   2 ALS, 2 ACS, and 1 envelope
Dimock, Margaret
   1 TLS

Box 10

Dionetti, Michelle
   1 ALS, 1 ANS, and 1 MS
DiPrima, Dominique and Diana
   Clipping
Dixon, Stephan
   Clippings and other material
Diygan, Thomas
   1 ALS
Doak, James
   Printed material
Dobie, David
   3 MS
Dobyns, Stephan
   Other material and clippings
Doetsch, Honi H.
   1 ALS, 1 TLS, 4 ACS, 1 ANS, 2 envelopes, a clipping, printed material, and other material
Dombrock, Tom
   1 TLS
Dombrowski, Gerald
   6 ALS, 2 ANS, 1 envelope, and printed material
Domench, Dan
   1 ALS
Donithorne, Katherine
   Folder 1: 34 ALS, 1 TLS, 36 ACS, 3 TCS, 9 ANS, 6 envelopes, 5 MS, clippings, and printed material
   Folder 2: 1 MS
Folder 3: 1 MS
Folder 4: 2 ACS and 7 MS

Dorrance, Don
   2 TLS and 1 ANS

Doucet, G.T.
   1 TLS

Dow, Vivian
   Clippings

Doyle, James
   1 TLS, 3 MS, and printed material

Doyle, Robert
   1 TLS

Dronfield, Muriel
   3 ALS

Drury, Susan
   1 TLS and 1 envelope

Dubois, Rochelle H.
   Printed material

Ducato, Joe
   1 TNS and 1 MS

Dultz, Ron
   1 TLS

Dunbar, Margaret
   Folder 1: 21 ALS, 19 TLS, 6 ACS, 2 ANS, 2 envelopes, 6 MS, a clipping, 1 photo, and printed material
   Folder 2: 11 ALS, 6 TLS, 5 ACS, 3 envelopes, 3 MS, 7 photos, printed material, and other material

Box 11

Dunbar, Margaret (cont)
   Folder 3: 2 MS

Duncan, Robert
   Other material

Dunker, Elizabeth
   1 MS

Dunn, Steve R.
   1 TLS

Duplij, Steven
   5 MS and printed material

Durrell, Lawrence
   1 TNS, clippings, printed material, and other material

Duval, Maria
   Printed material

Duveen, Todd
   1 ALS
Dweller, Cliff  
   1 TLS and 4 MS
Dwyer, Marion  
   1 ALS, 7 ACS, and clippings
Dyak, Miriam  
   1 TCS
Dziadecki, John  
   Other material
Easton, Thomas  
   Printed material and clippings
Eaton, Richard  
   Folder 1: 4 TLS, 1 ALS, 2 ACS, 1 TCS, 5 envelopes, 4 MS, and printed material  
   Folder 2: 3 TLS, 1 ALS, 3 MS, printed poems, clippings, printed material, and other material  
   Folder 3: 9 TLS, 6 ALS, 3 ACS, 1 envelope, 1 MS, printed poems, clippings, and printed material  
   Folder 4: 1 MS

Box 12

Eaton, Richard (cont)  
   Folder 5: 2 TLS, 1 ALS, 4 MS, 2 printed poems, clipping, and other material  
   Folder 6: 1 TLS, 1 ANS, 2 poems, and other material
Eberhart, Richard  
   1 ALS
Ebner Jr., Hans  
   1 ALS
Eiland, Connie L.  
   1 MS
Einhorn, Wendy  
   2 ALS, printed poems, and printed material
Eisele, Thomas  
   Printed poems
Elliot, W. L.  
   1 MS
Ellis, Ron  
   1 TLS and 6 MS
Ely, Philip L.  
   Folder 1: 9 ALS, 5 TLS, 8 ACS, 3 TCS, 1 envelope, and clippings  
   Folder 2: Scrapbook
Emberly, Kenneth J.  
   1 MS
Embly, Bill
1 MS
Emery, David F.
1 TCS
Emery, David R.
1 TLS
Emigh, Ulrike
1 TLS and printed material
Endter, Ellen
2 ACS
Enslin, Theodore
6 TLS, 2 ALS, 6 envelopes, 1 MS, clippings, printed material, and other material
Equi, Elaine
Clippings and printed material
Erickson, Roger
Other material
Erickson, Stephanie
1 TLS
Ernbaum, Jeanette
3 MS and printed material
Ernst, Kathy S.
1 ALS, 2 ACS, and printed material
Eshelman, William R.
2 TLS
Essary, Loris
2 TLS, 1 ALS, and printed poems
Evans, Charles P.
1 MS

Box 13

Evans, Harlan D.
1 TLS
Evans, J. M
3 TLS, 1 TCS, and other material
Everett, Sharon
1 MS
Ewing, Wain
4 MS
Fabilli, Mary
Folder 1: 25 ALS, 1 TLS, 11 ACS, 1 TCS, 3 ANS, 3 envelopes, 2 MS, clippings, printed material, and other material
Folder 2: 11 ALS, 1 TLS, 8 ACS, 2 ANS, 2 envelopes, clippings, printed material, and other material
Folder 3: 2 ALS, 1 ACS, 3 ANS, and printed material
Folder 4: 3 ALS, 2 ACS, 3 ANS, 3 envelopes, 3 poems, printed material, and other material
Fahy, Christopher
Empty
Falco, Edward
1 TLS
Fallon, Tom
17 ALS, 2 TLS, 7 ACS, 1 envelope, 6 MS, printed poems, a clipping, printed material, and other material
Fame, Selby
1 TLS and 2 MS
Farquhar, David
1 TCS
Farrell, Susan
Clippings and other material
Faulkner, William B.
Folder 1: 6 TLS and 2 envelopes
Folder 2: 2 MS
Fearing, Bruce
1 TLS and 1 envelope
Feldman, Morton
Other material
Felipe, Francisco
1 ALS and 3 ACS
Ferguson, Robert
4 TLS, 1 ALS, 2 ANS
Ferlinghetti, Lawrence
Other material and 1 poem

Box 14

Ferrel, Carl
8 TLS, 4 ALS, 2 ANS, printed poems, clippings, 2 photos, and printed material
Ferrini, Vincent
1 TLS
Ferro, Jean Paul
1 MS
Fidlow, Daniel
1 TLS, 1 MS, and printed material
Field, Taffy
1 MS
Finlay, Eric
Folder 1: 2 TLS, 1 ALS, 4 envelopes, 3 MS, 9 photos, and other material
Folder 2: 1 TLS and other material
Fioravanti, Valerie
   1 MS
Fisher, Allen
   2 ALS and 2 ACS
Fitch, Noel R.
   Folder 1: 1 TLS, 6 ACS, and printed material
   Folder 2: 17 TLS, 7 ALS, 1 TCS, 30 ANS, 3 envelopes, a printed poem, clippings, printed material

Box 15

Fitch, Noël R. (cont)
   Folder 3: 6 ANS and 1 MS
   Folder 4: 3 TLS, clippings, and printed material
   Folder 5: Clippings and printed material
   Folder 6: 1 TLS, 1 ANS, and 1 MS
   Folder 7: 1 TLS, 2 ANS, 1 envelope, clippings, and printed material
Fitzgerald, Terence M.
   2 MS
Flamer, Richard
   1 ALS and 1 TLS

Box 16

Fleming, Harold
   1 poem and other material
Fleming, Sheila
   3 poems
Flinn, Eugene C.
   2 MS
Flinn, Patricia
   2 MS
Florence, Amy E.
   Printed poems
Flores, Angel
   1 TLS and 1 envelope
Foley, Thomas
   1 MS
Forche, Carolyn
   Printed poem
Ford, Charles Henri
   Clippings
Forslund, Inga
   3 TLS
Foster, Ed
   5 TLS
Foster, Martha K.
   2 TLS, 1 ACS, 5 ANS, 2 9 MS, printed poems, clippings, and printed material
Fox, Charles L.
   1 ALS, 2 ACS, and 1 MS
Fox, Connie
   1 MS
Fox, Hugh
   Folder 1: 5 TLS, 1 envelope, 1 MS, and printed material
   Folder 2: 1 MS
   Folder 3: 4 TLS, 1 ANS, 1 TNS, 1 MS, printed poems, and printed material
   Folder 4: 1 TLS, 1 MS, and printed poems
   Folder 5: 14 TLS, 1 ACS, 2 TCS, 1 ANS, a clipping, printed material
Fox, Richard C.
   1 TLS
Francis, Scott
   1 TLS and 4 MS
Franco, Michael
   1 TLS
Frank, Joachim
   Folder 1: 13 TLS, 9 ALS, 2 ACS, 1 envelope, 4 MS, a printed poem, clippings, 15 photos, printed material, and other material
   Folder 2: 4 TLS, other material
   Folder 3: 1 MS
Frank, Peter
   1 TCS
Franke, Christopher
   Printed material

**Box 17**

Franklin Furnace Archive
   Poster, printed material, other material
Fraunhofer, Katherina von
   2 TLS and clippings
Freeman, Kathy
   1 ALS and 1 envelope
Freeman, Thomas
   4 poems, other material
Freilicher, Melvyn
   1 MS
French, Margive
   1 ALS, clipping
Friedman, Ken
   Printed material
Friedman, Norman
  1 TLS and 1 MS
Frohnmayer, John E.
  1 TLS
Fulford, Anthony
  2 MS
Fulton, Len
  1 ACS
Furman, Margaret
  1 MS and 8 poems
Furnas, Craig
  1 TLS and 1 MS
Futures, Rosie
  1 poem
Gabriel, Mary
  1 MS
Gadd, Jeremy
  1 TLS and 1 MS
Gagnon, Jean-Claude
  2 ALS, 1 TLS, 1 ACS, 3 poems, clippings, other material, and printed material

Box 18

Gahlinger, Beaune R.
  2 TLS, 1 ALS, and 2 envelopes
Galantai, G.
  Other material
Galeta, Robert
  1 TLS
Gallagher, Tess
  Printed poem
Ganick, Peter
  1 MS
Garbus, Lou
  1 ANS
Garde, Harold
  Clippings
Garrett, Sheila
  1 ALS and 1 envelope
Gates, Bea
  1 ALS, 1 ACS, and printed material
Gates, Joseph
  1 MS and 1 poem
Gay, Andrew
  1 ALS, 1 TLS, 2 ACS, 2 ANS, 5 MS, clippings, and other material
Geary, Doug
  Printed poems
Geiger, Carl
  1 ACS
Gelb, Herbert A.
  2 TLS
Genet, Jean
  Printed Material
Gerald, John B.
  1 TLS, a clipping, and printed material
Gertz, Elmer
  Folder 1: 5 TLS, 2 ANS, 2 TNS, 1 MS, clippings, 4 photos, and printed material
  Folder 2: Printed material
Gertzman, Jay
  3 TLS and 1 MS
Gest, Morris
  Photo
Gettleman, Marion C.
  Folder 1: 100 ALS, 20 ACS, 2 ANS, a clipping, and printed material
  Folder 2: 56 ALS, 6 TLS, 15 ACS, 4 ANS, 5 envelopes, a clipping, 5 photos, legal material, printed material, and other material
Getung, Karl
  2 ALS and 2 ACS

**Box 19**

Geyerhahn, Gordon
  1 TLS
Gidley, Glen
  1 TNS and 20 poems
Gieler, Trudy
  1 TLS and 1 TCS
Gillespie, Abraham Lincoln
  1 ANS, clippings, and other material
Ginsberg, Allen
  3 ALS, 1 ACS, 1 TCS, 5 envelopes, clippings, 1 photo, printed material, and other material
Giordano, Emanuele
  1 TLS, 1 ALS
Girodias, Maurice
  4 ALS, 2 TLS, and printed material
Glancy, Keith
  1 TLS
Gold, Herbert
  Printed Material
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goldstein, Dan</td>
<td>2 MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golikov, Egg G.</td>
<td>1 ALS and 2 TCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gomez-Pena, Guillermo</td>
<td>Printed material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonick, Jean</td>
<td>1 TLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodman, Lila</td>
<td>1 TLS and printed poems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodman, Paul</td>
<td>1 ACS and printed material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodman, Mitchell</td>
<td>Clippings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodtimes, Art</td>
<td>1 TLS and 1 MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gordon, Coco</td>
<td>3 ALS, 1 ANS, 1 TNS, and printed material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gordon, David</td>
<td>3 TLS, 1 ALS, 1 ACS, 1 TCS, and printed material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gormley, Bruce D.</td>
<td>1 ALS and 1 TLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gosselin, Richard</td>
<td>1 TLS and legal material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gott, George</td>
<td>Printed poems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gottesman, Ron</td>
<td>2 TLS, 1 ALS, and printed material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gottlieb-Roberts, Marilyn</td>
<td>1 TLS, 1 ANS, clippings, and other material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gousseland, Pascale</td>
<td>1 TLS, printed poems, and printed material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gover, Dan</td>
<td>Clippings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gover, Robert</td>
<td>2 TLS and 1 envelope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grabois, Mitch</td>
<td>1 MS and printed material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham, Daniel</td>
<td>1 ALS, printed material, and other material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granite Press</td>
<td>Printed material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graves, Robert</td>
<td>Other material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray, Sherrard</td>
<td>1 MS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Green, Karen L.
   1 TLS, clippings, and printed material
Grey, Anais
   1 TLS and 1 envelope
Grey, Damien
   4 ALS, 3 ACS, 3 envelopes, and printed material
Grimwood, Joyce
   Folder 1: 7 ALS, 7 ACS, 1 envelope, and 1 photo
   Folder 2: 2 ACS, 5 envelopes, printed material, and other material
Groening, Tom and Gail
   ACS
Gross, Ronald
   1 TCS

**Box 20**

Grove Press
   2 TLS
Grove, T. N.
   1 TLS and printed poems
Guest, Barbara
   Other material
Grumman, Robert
   1 ALS, 1 TLS, 5 ACS, 1 ANS, and 1 envelope
Gutscher, Dianne
   3 ALS
Haarer, Carl
   1 TLS and printed poems
Haas, Jeanette
   1 TLS
Haggard, Moana
   Printed material
Hajeski, John
   1 TLS, printed material, and other material
Hall, Donald
   Printed material
Hall, James B.
   1 TLS
Hall, Naomi and Laurence
   2 TCS
Hall, Renee
   5 ALS, 2 TLS, 5 ACS, 1 envelope, and 2 photos
Hall, Stephen
   1 MS
Hamalian, Linda
   3 TLS, 1 ALS, and 1 ACS
Hammer, John
   1 MS
Hanbury, Euclid M.
   1 ANS
Handa, Mayumi
   2 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 envelope, and other material
Hansen, Andrew
   1 TLS and 1 MS
Hanson, Larch
   Other material
Harris, Gregory S.
   1 MS
Harris, Mark
   1 ACS
Harris, Michael P
   2 TLS
Harsch, Ann L.
   5 MS
Hart, Frank
   1 TNS and 1 MS
Hartgen, Vincent
   Clippings
Harwood, Grace
   1 TLS
Harwood, Lynn
   7 ALS, 1 TLS, 8 ACS, 1 envelope, and printed material
Haseloff, Charles
   1 ALS
Hathaway, William D.
   4 TLS and 1 envelope
Hay Jr., Richard F.
   1 TLS and printed poems
Hay Sr., Richard F.
   17 poems
Hayden, Frank
   4 ALS, 1 TLS, clippings, 2 photos, and printed material
Hazelwood-Brady, Anne
   3 ACS
Head, Robert G.
   1 MS
Heaney, Barbara
   1 TLS
Heaney, Seamus
   Clippings
Hediger, Chris
   1 MS
Hedman, Bruce  
   Clippings
Heidel, Jennifer  
   2 ALS
Heinek, Ty  
   1 ALS

Box 21

Held Jr., John  
   12 ALS, 4 TLS, 10 envelopes, printed material, and other material
Hellerstein, Mark  
   1 TLS and 1 MS
Helm, Peyton R.  
   1 TLS
Hennigan, Terry P.  
   2 ALS, 2 MS, and printed poems
Henri, Charles  
   1 ACS
Hensel, Philip S.  
   Printed material
Herbst, Julie  
   4 MS
Heredia, José M.  
   Printed material
Herley, Peter  
   1 ACS
Herman, Christian  
   Folder 1: 3 TLS, 4 ACS, 1 envelope, printed material, and other material  
   Folder 2: 27 TLS, 8 ALS, 1 ACS, 2 ANS, 1 envelope, clippings, 4 photos,  
   printed material, and other material
Herman, Jan  
   8 TLS
Herr, Max  
   1 TLS
Herrick, Michael  
   1 MS
Herring, Scott  
   1 ALS and printed material

Herron, Paul  
   5 TLS and other material
Hertz, Kenneth  
   1 ALS, 1 TLS, and clippings
Hettich, Michael  
   1 TLS and printed poems
Heyer, Robin
    1 MS
Hiatt, Dennis L.
    1 TLS and 1 MS
Higgins, Dick
    Folder 1: 1 poem, printed material, and other material
    Folder 2: 3 TLS, 2 ALS, 2 ACS, 1 envelope, 2 MS, 1 photo, printed material, and other material

**Box 22**

Higgins, Dick (cont)
    Folder 3: 4 TLS, 1 MS, and printed material
    Folder 4: 58 TLS, 1 ALS, 11 ACS, 2 TCS, 1 ANS, 5 envelopes, 2 MS, clippings, 1 photo, printed material, and other material
Higgins, Mary
    3 TLS and printed material
Hill, Craig
    Folder 1: 4 ALS, 3 ACS, 2 ANS, 19 broadsides, printed poems, printed material, and other material
    Folder 2: 1 ACS, printed material, and other material
Hill, David
    1 MS
Hill, Parker J.
    1 MS
Hill, Tim
    1 TLS
Hird, Mildred
    2 TLS
Hirsch, Don
    10 TLS, 1 ANS, 1 MS, and a clipping
Hoffberg, Judith
    1 TLS
Hoffenpecker, Mary L.
    Other material
Hogan, Matthew
    1 TLS
Hoischman, Jack
    1 ACS
Holbrook, Anne-Mieke
    5 TLS and 1 ALS
Holbrook, Lisa
    1 ALS
Holcomb, Ed
    16 ALS and 2 TLS
Holland, Bob
   3 ACS, printed material, and other material
Holman, Phillipa M.
   1 TLS, 1 ACS, and printed material
Holman, Robert
   1 ALS, 2 ACS, 2 ANS, 2 envelopes, printed material, and other material
Holmes, John Clellon
   Printed material
Holmes, Richard A.
   1 MS
Holsapple, Bruce
   2 ACS
Holt, Rochelle L.
   Folder 1: 9 TLS, 3 ACS, 1 ANS, 3 envelopes, 2 MS, printed poems, and printed material
   Folder 2: 1 MS and clippings
   Folder 3: 1 TLS and printed material
Holtz, Sheila
   Folder 1: 5 TLS, 3 ALS, 11 ACS, 2 TCS, 3 ANS, 1 envelope, 1 MS, printed poems, a clipping, printed material, and other material

Box 23

Holtz, Sheila (cont)
   Folder 2: 4 MS and other material
   Folder 3: 14 ALS, 2 TLS, 9 ACS, 1 TCS, 1 ANS, 14 envelopes, 3 MS, printed material, and other material
   Folder 4: 10 ALS, 3 TLS, 24 ACS, 1 ANS, 16 envelopes, a clipping, 1 photo, and printed material
   Folder 5: 18 ALS, 2 TLS, 20 ACS, 3 ANS, 10 MS, printed poems, 1 envelope, a clipping, 21 photos, and printed material
   Folder 6: 39 ALS, 1 TLS, 21 ACS, 1 ANS, 6 envelopes, 4 MS, clippings, printed material, and other material
   Folder 7: 29 ALS, 1 TLS, 10 ACS, 8 ANS, 6 envelopes, 5 MS, clippings, printed poems, printed material, and other material

Box 24

Hoone, Jeff
   1 TLS, 1 ACS, and printed material
Hopkins, John
   3 ALS, 8 ACS, 1 ANS, 1 envelope, a clipping, printed material, and other material
Horiike, Tohei
   1 ACS
Horikoshi, Yumiko
1 TLS, 1 ANS, 1 envelope, clippings, printed material, and other material
Horseradish, Alan
1 ALS
Howard, Blanche P.
Folder 1: 7 ALS, 3 envelopes, a clipping, and printed material
Folder 2: 1 ALS and 1 ACS
Folder 3: 1 MS
Howard, M. David
1 TLS
Howard, George
1 TLS
Howard, John L.
3 ALS, 2 TLS, 2 ACS, 1 ANS, 2 envelopes, and printed material
Howard, Louis
1 MS
Howes, Christine
1 ACS
Hoyt, Don A.
1 ACS
Hudak, John
5 ACS and other material
Huey (film-maker)
1 ACS and 1 ANS
Hundertmark, Armin
1 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 ANS, and 1 TNS
Hunnewell, Jan
4 ALS and 1 photo
Hunt, Alena M.
Poems (printed in Newspaper 1921)
Hunting, Constance
19 ALS, 1 TLS, 10 ACS, 1 ANS, 1 broadside, and clippings
Hunting, Robert S.
2 TLS and 1 ALS
Hurley, Michael
Clippings
Hussey, S. E.
1 TLS
Huttinger, Peter
43 TLS, 7 ALS, 21 ACS, 5 ANS, 2 envelopes, a printed poem, 2 photos, printed material, and other material
**Box 25**

Ihle, John  
1 TLS and printed material

Indianos, Elizabeth  
Folder 1: 2 MS, clippings, and printed material  
Folder 2: 1 MS

Ionesco, Eugene  
Printed material

Ipca, Dahlov  
Clippings

Ivins, Ann  
10 TLS, 4 ACS, 3 envelopes, clippings, printed material

Izen, Allan  
1 MS

Jackson, Larry S.  
2 TLS and 1 ACS

Jackson, Michael  
1 MS and printed poems

Jackson, Roger  
Folder 1: 16 TLS, 4 ALS, 3 TCS, 1 ACS, 2 ANS, 1 envelope, 1 MS, and printed material  
Folder 2: 4 TLS, 3 ALS, 1 ACS, printed material, and other material  
Folder 3: 15 TLS, 5 ALS, 5 ACS, 1 ANS, and printed material

Jacobson, William  
2 TLS and 1 photo

Jakobsen, Jo  
1 MS

Jama, Stephen  
1 TLS

James, Kenneth S.  
10 poems

Jankowski, Matty  
3 TLS, 1 ALS, 1 ANS, printed material, and other material

Jarrell, Richard M.  
4 ALS, printed material, and 1 poem with 1 ANS

Jin, Ha  
1 TLS and 2 MS

Johnson, Curt  
1 TLS

Johnson, Eleanor Noyes  
1 poem

Johnson, Hank  
1 TLS

Johnson, J. Chester  
Printed poems and clippings
Johnston, Mary  
1 ALS and 1 TLS
Jones, Tom 0.  
9 poems
Jong, Erica  
4 ALS, 2 TLS, and clippings
Jordan, Fred  
3 TLS
Joseph, Ruth  
2 TLS
Joyce, James  
Clippings
Joyce, William  
3 TLS and clippings

Box 26

Juppiter-Larsen, Gerald  
Folder 1: 5 ALS, 1 ACS, 1 ANS, 5 envelopes, printed material, and other material  
Folder 2: 1 ALS, 1 TLS, 1 ACS, printed material, and other material
Kaelin, Cathy  
Other material
Kahn, Paul  
A printed poem
Kahn, Robin  
1 TLS and printed material
Kallman, Etta  
13ALS, 1 TLS, 5 ACS, 1 TCS, 1 envelope, and 1 photo
Kalograkos, Peter  
2 MS
Karon, Jan  
Other material
Kasper, Janice  
Clippings
Kasper, Michael  
2 TLS, 1 TCS, and printed material
Kasselman, Barbara Claire  
Printed poems
Kates, J.  
Printed poems
Katz, Peggy  
17 ALS, 15 ACS, 1 TCS, 2 envelopes, clippings, 1 photo, and other material
Keech, B.C.  
1 TLS and other material
Keller, Helen
4 ALS, 1 ACS
Kemfer, Stella W.
Other material
Kempton, Karl
Folder 1: 6 TLS, 3 ALS, 5 TCS, 4 ACS, 1 TCS, 1 ANS, 1 broadside, printed material, and other material
Folder 2: 3 TLS and 1 ANS
Folder 3: 1 MS
Folder 4: 1 TLS, 1 ACS, and a printed poem
Kennedy, David M.
1 TLS, 1 envelope, printed poems, and clippings
Kennedy, Debra
1 TLS
Kennedy, Donald R. and Mae Poland
1 MS
Kent, Nick
2 ALS, 1 TLS, and 1 envelope
Kenvin, Roger L.
1 MS
Keppel, Tim
1 MS
Keppler, Joseph
1 ALS and printed material
Kern, Kate
Other material
Kerouac, Jack
Clippings and other materials
Kerr, Donald J.
7 ALS, 3 TLS, 2 ACS, 2 TCS, 2 ANS, 1 envelope, and printed material
Kesey, Ken
Printed material

Box 27

Kestenbaum, Stuart
1 TCS
Khaiyat, Mahdy Y.
5 MS
Khosla, Maya
Printed poems
Kiakis, Harry
Clippings and other material (including photographs)
Kier, Linn
2 TLS and legal material
Kiesler, Frederick
   2 ANS, printed material, and other material
Kiesler, Lillian
   1 TLS
Kimall, Michael
   1 MS
King, Angus S.
   1 TLS and 1 envelope
King, Barbara
   2 TLS and other material
Kirk, Joe
   Other material
Kirk, Norman A.
   Printed poems
Klotz, Anise
   1 ALS, 1 TNS, and 1 envelope
Knight, Arthur and Glee
   1 ALS and 1 TLS
Knowles, Alison
   1 ALS, 1 ACS, 1 envelope, a clipping, and other material
Kochenthal, Wendy
   Other material
Konzal, Jean
   1 TLS
Koontz, Tom
   5 poems
Kossoy, Victor Ef.
   1 TLS, printed poems, clippings, and printed material
Kostelanetz, Richard
   4 TLS, 1 ALS, 1 ACS, 3 TCS, 3 TNS, 1 poem, legal material, printed material, and other material
Kostic, Nic
   7 ALS, 1 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 ANS, 5 envelopes, 4 MS, printed poems, printed material, and other material
Kowit, Steve
   Printed material
Kramer, Barbara
   2 ALS, 3 ACS, and clippings
Kramnicz, Rosanne
   1 MS, 1 TNS, 2 TLS, and 5 poems
Krantz, Les
   2 TLS, 1 ANS, and printed material
Kreiger, David
   1 TLS
Krety, Thomas
   5 poems
Kruchkow, Diane
7 TLS, 1 ALS, 2 ACS, clippings, and printed material
Krupnick, Valera
1 MS
Kubsch, Michael J.
Folder 1: 1 ALS, 1 ACS, 1 TCS, 16 ANS, 11 envelopes, 1 printed poem, 1 clipping, 13 photos, printed material, and other material

Box 28

Kubsch, Michael J. (cont)
Folder 2: 7 ALS, 1 TLS, 1 ACS, 13 ANS, 17 envelopes, 1 printed poem, 1 clipping, 5 photos, printed material, and other material
Folder 3: 16 ANS, 7 envelopes, 59 poems, and other material (possibly 1 MS)
Folder 4: 1 MS
Folder 5: 1 MS

Box 29

Kubsch, Michael J. (cont)
Folder 6: 4 ALS, 5 ANS, 8 envelopes, 6 photos, printed material, and other material
Folder 7: 1 ALS, 2 ACS, 9 ANS, 9 envelopes, printed material, and other material
Folder 8: 8 ANS, 7 envelopes, 2 photos, printed material, and other material
Folder 9: 10 ANS, 10 envelopes, 5 photos, printed material, and other material
Folder 10: 1 ACS, 7 ANS, 8 envelopes, 1 photo, printed material, and other material
Folder 11: 1 ALS, 8 ANS, 9 envelopes, 7 photos, printed material, and other material
Folder 12: 1 ALS, 6 ANS, 4 envelopes, 1 photo, printed material, and other material
Kudaka, Geraldine
1 TLS and printed poems
Kuypers, Janet
1 TLS and printed material
Kwintner, Jeffrey
6 TLS and printed material
Kyros, Peter N.
14 TLS, 2 ANS, and 1 envelope
Labes, Timothy R.
2 ALS and printed material
Labrack, Edson
1 TLS

Lacher, Tammy
Clippings

Ladenheim, Kala
Folder 1:
2 ALS, 2 ACS, and 1 MS
Folder 2:
2 MS and printed material

Box 30

Laier, Jean
Folder 1: 13 ALS, 2 TLS, 7 ACS, 6 ANS, printed material, and other material
Folder 2: 27 ALS, 5 TLS, 16 ACS, 8 ANS, 5 envelopes, 10 MS, 1 photo, printed material, and other material
Folder 3: 18 ALS, 5 TLS, 5 ACS, 3 ANS, 2 envelopes, 3 MS, 2 photos, printed material, and other material
Folder 4: 29 ALS, 12 TLS, 18 ACS, 7 ANS, 4 envelopes, 13 MS, clippings, 2 photos, printed poems, clippings, 2 photos, and printed material

Box 31

Laier, Jean (cont)
Folder 6: 12 ALS, 2 TLS, 10 ACS, 35 ANS, 5 envelopes, 5 MS, printed poems, clippings, 2 photos, printed material, and other material
Folder 7: 3 TLS, 2 ALS, 8 ANS, 1 envelope, printed poems, 2 photos, printed material, and other material
Folder 8: 7 ALS, 10 ACS, 3 ANS, 5 envelopes, 10 MS, printed poems, 1 photo, clippings, printed material, and other material
Folder 9: 4 poems, 1 ANS, and printed material, other material

Laipply, Gary
1 TLS and 1 MS

Lalli, Joseph
Folder 1: 7 ALS, 7 TLS, 1 ACS, 12 envelopes
Folder 2: 12 ALS, 1 TLS, 1 ANS, 11 envelopes, 3 MS, and 5 photos

Lamb, Dianne
1 TLS

Langlais, Bernard
Other material and 1 MS

Larsen, Arved M
1 ANS and 1 MS
Larsen, Douglas
  1 MS
Larson, Kris
  1 photo
Lasansky, Jimena
  1 TCS
Lastname, Bradley
  Printed MS

Box 32

Laughlin, James
  1 TLS
Laughlin, Tom
  1 MS
Lawless, Gary
  1 ALS, 1 TLS, 1 broadside, printed material, and clippings
Lawson, Charles O.
  1 MS
Lawson, Todd S. J.
  4 TLS, 1 ALS, and 1 broadside
Lea, Lois H.
  1 TCS
Leary, Susan
  1 ANS, 1 TNS
Leary, Timothy
  1 TLS
Lechev, Georgi
  Other material and printed material
Leckey, Hugo
  1 TLS
Lee, Diane
  Clippings
Lee, Kem
  1 TLS and 1 photo
Leepa, Allen
  2 TLS, 1 MS, a clipping, and printed material
Legiardi, Laura Roland
  2 poems
Lehrer, Warren
  1 ALS, 1 ANS, and printed material
Leigh, Michael
  2 TLS
Leite, George
  2 TLS and 1 TCS
Lembo, J. Laurence
1 ALS, 1 TLS, 1 ACS, and 1 envelope

Lennon, Peter
1 MS

Levertov, Denise
4 ALS, 2 TLS, 1 MS, printed poems, and printed material

Levine, Miriam
1 MS

Levy, Janice
1 TLS and 1 MS

Lewis, Joel
Printed material

Lewis, Pauline H.
5 TLS and 2 TCS

Ley, Anne and Pat
1 ALS

Lezon, Dale
1 TLS

Libert, Jack
1 ALS

Lightfoot, Felicia A.
1 MS

Lignell, Kathleen
Folder 1: 2 ALS, 4 ACS, 1 TCS, 1 ANS, 1 broadside, clippings, and printed material
Folder 2: 9 poems

Likens, Helga
22 TLS, 3 ALS, 10 ACS, 1 MS, and 6 photos

Limnios, Peter
1 ALS and 1 envelope

Lindemann, Richard
3 TLS and printed material

Lindop, Laurie
1 MS

Linehan, James
Printed material

Linehan, William J.
1 TLS

Ling, Gregory
1 TLS

Lingel, Fred J.
3 ALS, 3 TLS, 3 ACS, 3 MS, a clipping, and printed material
Box 33

Linkletter, Eva
   Folder 1: 2 ALS and 1 MS
   Folder 2: 1 MS
   Folder 3: 1 MS
   Folder 4: 12 ALS, 1 ACS, 1 ANS, 5 photos

Box 34

Linkletter, Eva (cont)
   Folder 5: 35 ALS, 16 TLS, 7 ANS, 6 envelopes, 3 MS, clippings, 2 photos, and printed material
   Folder 6: 1 MS
Lionte, Koste
   1 ACS, 1 MS, 1 ANS, and 5 poems
Lipman, Joel
   Folder 1: 3 ALS, 7 TLS, 1 TCS, 1 ANS 9 envelopes, printed material
   Folder 2: 8 poems
Lippman, Gary
   1 MS
Lo Bosco, Rocco
   1 MS
Locke, Deborah
   1 TLS
Locke, Duane
   Printed poems
Loeffler, Eleanor
   1 TLS and printed poems
Logan, Eliz I.
   1 MS
Long, Virginia
   1 MS and 22 poems
Loper, Merle W
   2 TLS
Loppacker, Cindy
   2 TLS
Loque, Madelon R.
   2 ALS, 1 envelope, and printed material
Louie, Gloria Wong
   1 ANS, 1 MS, and other material
Lovejoy, Jim
   1 TLS
Lowell, Robert
   Printed poem
Lowenfels, Lillian
   1 ALS, 1 envelope, and other material

Lowenfels, Walter
   Folder 1: 2 TLS, 1 TCS, 1 envelope, a clipping, printed material, and other material
   Folder 2: 1 ANS and printed material

Box 35

Lubic, Matthew
   18 ALS, 25 TLS, 5 ACS, 1 TCS, 1 ANS, 1 TNS, 7 envelopes, a clipping, printed material, and other material

Lucchesi, Gretchen
   6 ALS, 1 TLS, 33 ACS, clippings, printed material, and other material

Lucey, Bernadette
   1 TLS

Luchak, David
   1 TLS, printed material, and other material

Luigetti, Serse
   2 ALS, 1 envelope, and printed material

Lux, Thomas
   Printed material

Luzzi, Joseph
   1 MS

Lynch Jr., Joseph W.
   1 ALS

Lynch, Richard
   2 MS

Lyon, Amy W.
   1 MS

Lyon, Fritz
   1 MS and clippings

Lyons, Joan
   Other material

McCall, Rollan H.
   1 TLS

McCann, Janet
   Printed poem

McCarthy, Sean
   1 MS

McCarty, John
   1 MS

McClure, Barbara S.
   6 TLS, 1 ALS, 1 TCS, and a clipping

McCord, Howard
   1 TLS
McDaniel, Craig
   1 TLS and 1 ANS
McDonald, Melinda
   1 TLS and printed material
McDonough, Doug
   1 TCS
McDougall, Jo
   1 ACS
McIrvin, Michael
   1 MS
McKernan Jr., John R.
   14 TLS
MacLaine, Christopher
   1 poem
MacLaine, Shirley
   Clipping
MacLow, Jackson
   1 ACS, 2 TCS, 1 MS, 1 poem
McMahan, Frances A.
   Printed poems
McMullen, Richard E.
   3 poems
McNicholas, Regis F.
   2 TLS and a clipping
McPherson, Bruce
   1 ALS, 1 TLS, and 1 TCS
Madison, Kathy L
   1 MS
Madson, Jerry
   1 TLS
Mahaney, Joyce (Snow Feather)
   11 poems and printed material
Maine Dept. of Human Services
   Printed material
Maine State Library
   49 TLS, 34 ALS, 3 ANS, clippings, and printed material
Maine Writers Publishers Alliance
   Printed material
Major, Clarence
   1 TLS, 1 ANS, clippings, and other material
Malchow, Larry P.
   1 MS
Malone, Marvin
   1 ALS and printed material
Mancebo Roca, Juan Agustín
   1 TLS and 1 envelope
Margolis, Robert
    4 poems
Markham, Edwin
    Printed poem
Marks, Robert
    1 TLS

**Box 36**

Markson, Ralph
    3 TLS and printed material
Marle, Lawrence
    1 ALS
Marshal, Eulalie
    2 ALS, 2 ACS, and printed material
Martin, Fred R.
    1 TLS
Martin, Henry
    1 TLS
Martin, John
    5 TLS, 4 TCS, 1 ANS, 1 envelope, and printed material
Martin, Ross
    Folder 1: 2 ALS and printed material
    Folder 2: 1 ALS and printed material
    Folder 3: 2 ALS, printed material, and other material
Maryland Writers’ Council
    Printed material
Masters, Edgar Lee
    1 MS
Mathieu, Bertrand
    3 ALS, 11 ACS, 2 ANS, 9 envelopes, printed poems, a clipping, and printed material
Matthews, Mike
    Printed material
Maurois, Andre
    Printed material
Max, John
    1 ALS and 1 envelope
May, David R.
    Printed poems
Mayers, David
    3 ALS
Meads, Kathy
    1 TLS, 1 MS, and printed material
Meagher, Michael L.
    2 TLS
Mechem, James
  1 ALS, 1 ANS, 2 envelopes, and printed material
Meirose, Jim
  1 TLS and 1 MS
Melandri, Arki
  Other material
Melnicove, Mark
  Folder 1: 26 TLS, 15 ALS, 6 ACS, 4 ANS, 1 envelope, clippings, legal material, and printed material

Box 37

Melinicove, Mark (cont)
  Folder 2: 27 ALS, 13 TLS, 21 ACS, 3 TCS, 13 ANS, 1 TNS, 1 broadside, printed poems, legal material, printed material
  Folder 3: 1 ACS, 3 broadsides, a printed poem, clippings, 1 photo, printed material, and other material
  Folder 4: 19 ALS, 4 TLS, 22 ACS, 2 TCS, 7 ANS, 1 envelope, a clipping, 1 photo, 2 broadsides, printed poems, printed material, and other material
  Folder 5: 3 TLS, 1 ALS, a printed poem, and other material
  Folder 6: 5 MS, a printed poem, printed material, and other material
  Folder 7: 6 ALS, 2 TLS, 2 ACS, 6 MS, printed poems, clippings, legal material, printed material
  Folder 8: 16 ALS, 9 TLS, 11 ACS, 2 ANS, printed poems, clippings, legal material, and printed material
  Folder 9: 13 ALS, 13 TLS, 25 ACS, 6 TCS, 4 ANS, 2 broadsides, printed poems, printed material, and other material
  Folder 10: 1 poem, 2 MS, clippings and printed material

Box 38

Mendel, Mark
  Printed poems, printed material, and other material
Mercker, Donald F.
  2 TLS and 2 envelopes
Meredith, Freda
  1 MS, printed poems, clippings, and printed material
Merriam, Kendall
  Folder 1: 13 TLS, 5 ALS, 1 ACS, 2 envelopes, 2 MS, clippings, a printed poem, printed material
  Folder 2: 2 TLS, 4 envelopes, and 1 MS
  Folder 3: 11 ALS, 3 TLS, 4 ACS, 1 ANS, 11 envelopes, 2 MS, 2 poems, clippings, printed material and other material
  Folder 4: 5 MS
  Folder 5: 6 TLS, 3 ALS, 1 ANS, 5 envelopes, 3 MS, 8 poems, clippings, printed materials, and other material
Merrill, Donna S.
  1 TLS and printed poems
Metzger
  1 TLS
Mew, Thomas J.
  1 ALS, 1 TLS, 3 poems, and a clipping
Meyer, Peter
  4 ALS, 4 TLS, clippings, and printed material
Meyers, Ben
  1 ACS
Michaels, Edward P.
  1 MS
Mikolowski, Ken
  5 ALS, 1 ACS, 24 broadsides, printed poems, printed material, and other material
Miles, Josephine
  1 ACS and clippings
Millay, Edna St. Vincent
  Printed poems
Miller, Arthur
  Other material
Miller, Bob
  1 ALS
Miller, David
  1 TLS and 1 envelope
Miller, Errol
  1 ALS and printed material
Miller, Eve
  1 ACS

Box 39

Miller, Henry
  Folder 1: 1 ACS and other material
  Folder 2: 1 MS
  Folder 3: 1 MS
  Folder 4: Clippings and other material
  Folder 5: 1 MS, printed material and other material
Miller, Sam
  1 MS and printed material
Miller, Tony
  3 TLS and printed material
Millies, Stephen
  1 TLS
Miodini, Cate
   6 ALS, 1 TLS, 10 ACS, 1 envelope, a printed poem, clippings, and printed material
Mitchell, George J.
   17 TLS, a clipping, and printed material
Mitchell, Pam
   11 ALS, 18 ACS, and other material
Modlin, Harold
   A printed poem
Mollett, Mike
   A printed poem, printed material, and other material
Monger, Peggy
   1 MS
Monke, Arthur
   2 TCS
Moore, Frank
   1 TLS
Moore, James A.
   Printed material
Moore, John G.
   1 ALS, 3 TLS, 1 ANS, printed material, and other material
Morang, Alfred
   Clippings
Morehead, Robert
   1 ALS and 1 ACS
Morgan, Don
   1 ANS and a printed poem
Morgan, Richard
   3 TLS, 2 ACS, and 1 ANS
Morillo, Robert
   1 ACS, 1 ANS, printed material, and other material
Morris, Michael
   1 ACS
Morrison, Ray L.
   1 TLS
Morrison, Sally L.
   2 ALS
Morrow, Charles
   1 TLS, 1 ACS, and printed material
Morton, Michael
   1 MS
Mr. Fabulous
   1 TCS, 1 ANS, and 1 MS
Moskovitz, David H.
   1 TLS
Muehlner, Susanne
  2 TLS
Mulhern, L. Fiani
  1 TLS
Mullone, William E.
  Folder 1: 4 TLS, 1 ALS, 1 ANS, and printed material
  Folder 2: 1 TLS and other materials

Box 40

Müller, Heiner
  Printed material and other material
Mullican, Jeff
  1 ALS and 1 ACS
Mumm, Douglas
  1 TLS
Murphy, Daniel
  1 ALS and 1 envelope
Murphy, Patrick
  1 MS
Murphy, Rich
  1 TLS and printed poems
Murray, Muriel
  5 ALS, 1 ANS, a clipping, and other material
Musacchia, J. H.
  1 TLS
Musicmaster
  Printed material
Muska, Nick
  1 TLS
Muskie, Edmund S.
  6 TLS, 2 envelopes, and printed material
Myers Jr., George
  3 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 ANS, and 1 MS
Myers, Louise
  A printed poem
Nannucci, Maurizio
  3 ALS, 1 TLS, 2 ACS, 1 envelope, and printed material
Nantahala Foundation
  Other material
Nations, Opal L.
  11 ALS, 2 TLS, a printed poem, and printed material
Neaderland, Louise Odes
  1 TCS, clippings and printed material
Neal, Michael
  2 ALS
Nearing, Helen and Scott
   Clippings and printed material
Needham, Julia
   2 ALS, 1 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 ANS, and 1 MS
Neely, Anne
   1 ACS
Nelson, Cherri
   1 TLS
Nesbitt, Gogo
   3 ALS, 1 TLS, 3 ACS, 1 TNS, and 1 envelope
Nettelbeck, F. A.
   1 ANS
Nevelson, Louis
   Printed material
Newgarden, Albert
   2 ALS and 1 ACS
Nichol, B.P.
   1 poem
Niditch, B. Z.
   1 ALS and printed poems
Nielson, Jane Mitchell
   3 poems
Nin, Anaïs
   1 ALS, 3 ACS, and 3 envelopes
Nirmalalananda, Swami
   2 TLS, envelope
Norman, Irving
   1 ALS and 1 ANS
Norrback, Lisbeth
   Clippings
Norton, Richard
   Printed material and clippings
Nukanen, Ernest
   Clippings and other material
Nurenberg, Phil
   Folder 1:
       13 ALS, 12 TLS, 21 ACS, 19 ANS, 1 TNS, 1 envelope, clippings, and
       printed material
   Folder 2:
       18 TLS, 8 ALS, 9 ACS, 5 TCS, 14 ANS, clippings, 1 envelope, 1 photo,
       legal material, and printed material
   Folder 3:
       4 ALS, 3 TLS, 7 ANS, 4 TCS, 2 ACS, 1 MS, printed material, and other
       material
Box 41

Nurenberg, Phil (cont)
  Folder 4: 3 ANS, 1 MS, and other material
Nye, Hermes
  1 TLS
Nykoforaki, Anya
  1 TLS
Oandasan, William
  2 TLS, 1 ALS, and printed material
Oberle, Jeanette
  5 TLS and other material
Okrent, Daniel
  1 TLS
Olsen, Kate
  Printed material
Olson, Richard
  1 ANS and other material
Orlovitz, Gil
  4 MS, 2 poems, and clippings
Orthofer, M. A.
  1 MS
Ossman, David
  Printed material
Ostern, Arnold
  1 TLS and 1 envelope
O'Sullivan, Kathleen F.
  1 TLS and 1 MS
Ott, Gil
  1 ACS, clippings, and printed material
Packard, Dana
  1 MS
Packes, Nancy
  Printed poems
Padgett, Ron
  Other material
Page, Carolyn
  1 ALS, 1 TLS, 2 ACS, a clipping, and printed material
Palazzoli, Daniela
  2 TLS, 1 ACS, 2 ANS, and 2 envelopes
Palmer, Charlene
  1 ALS, 1 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 envelope, and 1 MS
Palmer, Frank
  2 TLS
Palmer, Gregg
  1 MS
Parham, Robert
  1 MS and printed material
Parkinson, Carol
  1 TLS
Parkinson, Thomas
  1 ANS
Passera, William E.
  8 poems
Patchen, Kenneth
  Clippings, printed material, and other material
Patchen, Miriam
  1 ALS, 1 ACS, and 2 envelopes
Patton, Michael R.
  1 TLS and 1 MS
Paulopoulos, George
  1 ANS and 10 poems
Pavel, Suzanne
  2 ALS, 8 ACS, and printed material
Pearl, Frank
  1 MS
Pearlman, Daniel
  1 TLS and printed material
Peizer, Daniel
  1 TLS
Peltier, Leonard
  Other material

Box 42

Pennington, George
  3 ACS
Pennsylvania Civil Rights Congress
  Printed material
Perchick, Simon
  Printed poems and printed material
Perez, Gloriamalia
  1 TLS
Perez, Rolando
  1 MS
Perkins, Steve
  1 ALS, 1 ACS, and printed material
Perluss, Preston
  1 TLS and 3 MS
Perot, Ross
  3 TLS, 1 envelope, printed material, and other material
Perrin, Arnold  
  1 TLS
Perrin, Carl R.  
  1 MS
Perrino, Mark  
  1 MS
Perry, Paul E.  
  1 MS
Pestasz, Pavel  
  1 TLS, 1 TNS, and printed material
Peter-Furstenau, Klaus  
  1 envelope and printed material
Peters, Steve  
  6 TLS, 3 ALS, 2 ACS, 1 ANS, printed poems, legal material, and printed material
Petersen-Wilkins  
  1 poem
Petroff, Stephen  
  4 ALS, 2 TLS, 7 ACS, 2 envelopes, 1 MS, 2 poems, printed material, and other material
Pfander, Erika  
  Folder 1: 14 ALS, 1 TLS, 21 ACS, 4 ANS, 5 MS, clippings, printed poems, printed material, and other material  
  Folder 2: 1 MS, 7 poems, and clippings
Phillips, Bob  
  2 MS and 1 ALS
Phillips, Michael Joseph  
  Printed poems
Phillpot, Clive  
  1 TLS and printed material
Phippen, Sandy  
  1 TLS
Picasso, Pable  
  1 MS
Pliskow, Dan  
  1 envelope and printed material
Plunkett, Terry  
  1 TLS, 1 TCS, clippings, and printed material
Plutonium Press  
  1 TLS, 2 ACS, 1 envelope, and printed material
Poli, Gyla B and Wherry, Janet  
  1 MS
Polish letters  
  9 ALS, 7 ACS, 2 ANS, 23 envelopes, printed material, and other material
Pollacci, Bruno  
  Printed material
Box 43

Pollet, Sylvester
   3 ALS, 4 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 ANS, 1 envelope, 20 broadsides, 1 poem, clippings, printed material, and other material
Porat, Elisha
   1 TLS and 2 MS
Porter, Bea
   2 envelopes, 1 ALS, 1 TLS
Porter, Dorothy
   7 ALS, 1 ACS, 1 ANS, and clippings
Porter, Etta (Mrs. Lewis H) – later remarried as Etta (Mrs. Carl) Batleno
   16 ALS, 3 TLS, 21 ACS, 15 envelopes, printed material
Porter, Everett
   2 ACS, 2 ANS, clippings, printed material, and other material
Porter, Ira J. (Mrs.)
   1 ALS and 1 envelope
Porter, Katherine
   1 ALS, 3 ACS, clippings, printed material, and other material
Porter, Lula Mae
   4 ALS, 4 TLS, 3 ACS, 5 ANS, 1 TNS, legal material, and other material
Porter, Margaret Eudine
   2 ALS, 1 ANS, printed material, and other material
Porter, Willis P.
   2 ALS and printed material
Potash, Chris
   2 ACS
Potter, Jesse
   1 MS
Potts, Charles
   1 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 ANS, and other material
Pound, Ezra
   Printed material
Powell, Grosvenor
   1 TLS
Powell, Marshall
   Printed material
Powers, Shirley
   1 TLS
Preissler, Ivan
   1 TNS, 1 envelope and other material
Prey, James
   1 ALS, 1 ANS, and other material
Prez, James
   1 ALS and other material
Prizio, Diana
4 ALS, 2 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 envelope, clippings, and printed material

Pyros, Andrew J.
Printed material

Pyros, John
Folder 1: 2 ALS, clippings, printed material, and other material

Box 44

Pyros, John (cont)
Folder 2: 8 ALS, 4 ACS, clippings, printed material, and other material
Folder 3: 16 ALS, 11 TLS, 11 ACS, 3 ANS, 4 envelopes, 24 MS, clippings, printed material, and other material
Folder 4: 1 MS
Folder 5: 1 MS
Folder 6: 1 MS
Folder 7: 11 TLS, 1 MS, 1 poem, clippings and printed material
Folder 8: 1 ANS, 3 MS, clippings, printed materials, and other material
Folder 9: Clippings

Box 45

Pyros, John (cont)
Folder 10: 2 MS
Folder 11: 1 MS
Folder 12: 28 ANS, 1 MS and other material
Folder 13: 1 ALS, 1 TCS, 1 envelope, printed material, and other material

Queally, Chris
Printed poem

Quimby, Dorothy W.
3 TLS

Quinn, John
1 MS

Quinn, Patrick
1 MS

Rackcliffe, Howard
6 ALS, clippings, printed material, and other material

Radnitsky, Emmanuel
Printed material

Rafael, Dan
1 MS

Randall, CK
9 poems

Random, Steve
1 ALS, 1 envelope, and printed material
Rangom, Pat
1 ALS
Rankin, Jo
1 TLS and printed poems
Ranzoni, Pat
1 ALS and 1 ANS
Rapant, Larry
1 MS
Raphael, Dan
3 TLS and 1 TCS
Rathbone, Irene
Printed material
Rather, Lois
1 TLS and printed material
Raven, Tashunka
Printed poems
Reed, Marcia
5 TLS
Reese, Harry
23 TLS, 3 ALS, 2 ACS, 1 TCS, 1 ANS, printed material, and other material

Box 46

Reich, Wilhelm
1 ALS, clippings, printed material, and other material
Reichart, Jasia
1 TLS and 1 envelope
Reichert, Markus
Printed material
Reid, Terry
1 ALS, 1 ACS, and 1 TNS
Reidel, J.
Printed material
Relache
1 MS
Remy, Denise
Clippings
Renfroe, Edith S.
1 MS
Renn, Donald W.
3 TLS
Renwick, Erle B.
4 ALS, printed material
Revere, Ray
10 ALS, 8 ACS, 2 envelopes, and 13 photos
Rexroth, Kenneth
    Clippings
Reynolds, Janet
    1 TLS
Reynolds, Kelly
    1 ANS
Reynolds, Patrick
    Printed material and other material
Rhudy, Skip
    3 MS and printed poems
Rich, Adrienne
    Printed poems and clippings
Richards, Brian
    2 ALS and printed material
Richards, Jay
    1 MS and printed material
Richardson, Donald H.
    1 MS
Richardson, Nelson
    1 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 TCS, and printed material
Richter, Ernst
    11 ALS, 1 TLS, 8 ACS, 1 ANS, 9 envelopes, printed material, and other material

Box 47

Ristau, Harland
    1 MS, printed material, and other material
Ritter, Bruce
    1 TLS
Rivero, Mario
    Printed poems
Roberts, David L.
    14 TLS, 1 ALS, 1 ANS, 1 broadside, 12 photos, legal material, and other material
Roberts, Glen
    1 TLS
Robertson, Kirk
    1 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 MS, and printed material
Robinson, Elizabeth
    Printed material
Robles, Robert
    1 ALS and 1 MS
Robson, Ernest
    6 ALS, 1 TLS, 1 ACS, 3 broadsides, clippings, printed material, and other material
Rohde, Ruth E.
  2 ALS and printed material
Rojas, Francisco
  1 MS
Romanov, Natasha
  1 TLS
Romeo, Tony
  3 MS
Rosberg, Rose
  1 ALS, 1 MS, 2 TLS, and printed poems
Rose, J.
  1 MS
Rosen, Kay
  2 ALS and other material
Rosenbaum, Eileen
  Printed material
Rosenbaum, Ron
  Clippings
Rosenthal, Barbara
  1 ACS and 1 ANS
Rosenthal, Liesel
  9 TLS, 1 ALS, 3 ACS, 1 ANS, 3 envelopes, 9 photos, printed material, and other material
Ross, David
  1 TLS
Roth, Barry
  Printed material
Roth, Eleanor
  1 TLS
Roth, Jack
  Folder 1: 4 TLS, printed poems, and other material
  Folder 2: 1 TLS and 1 MS

**Box 48**

Roundy, Charles G.
  1 TLS
Rowe, Connie
  1 MS
Rowe, John Carlos
  1 MS and 1 ANS
Rowe, John S.
  1 TLS
Rudloe, Stephanie
  2 ALS, 4 ACS, 1 envelope, and a clipping
Russ, Andrew
1 TLS, 1 ANS, a printed poem, printed material, and other material

Russel, Brad
2 ALS, 1 TLS, 10 ACS, 1 ANS, 1 envelope, printed material, and other material

Russell, Daniel
Folder 1: Other material
Folder 2: Other material
Folder 3: 26 TLS, 11 ALS, 5 ACS, 3 ANS, 4 MS, printed poems, clippings, 1 photo, and other material
Folder 4: 13 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 TCS, 4 MS, and printed poems

Box 49

Russell, Daniel (cont)
Folder 5: 4 TLS, 3 ALS, 8 MS, and a printed poem
Folder 6: 18 TLS, 1 ALS, 1 ACS, 1 envelope, 20 MS, printed poems, printed material
Folder 7: 17 TLS, 4 ALS, 6 ACS, 5 envelopes, 5 MS, printed poems, printed material, and other material
Folder 8: 37 TLS, 3 ALS, 4 ACS, 1 TCS, 1 ANS, 4 envelopes, and 3 MS
Folder 9: 8 MS
Folder 10: 15 TLS, 5 ALS, 2 ACS, 6 envelopes, 8 MS, and printed material

Box 50

Russell, Daniel (cont)
Folder 11: 1 TLS and 1 MS
Folder 12: 1 ALS, 1 envelope, 1 MS, and other material
Folder 13: 1 MS

Box 51

Russell, Daniel (cont)
Folder 14: 4 MS
Folder 15: 1 ALS, 1 envelope, and 1 MS
Folder 16: 1 MS
Folder 17: 22 TLS, 1 ALS, 13 envelopes, 2 poems, clippings, and printed material

Box 52

Russell, Daniel (cont)
Folder 18: 1 MS
Folder 19: Other materials (journals)
Box 53

Russell, Daniel (cont)
  Folder 20: Other materials (journals)
  Folder 21: 1 MS
  Folder 22: 1 MS
  Folder 23: 1 MS
  Folder 24: 1 MS

Box 54

Russell, Daniel (cont)
  Folder 25: 1 MS
  Folder 26: 3 TLS, 1 envelope, and 5 MS
Russino, Albert
  2 MS, 1 ANS, and printed material
Russino, Michael
  7 MS
Rutler, Mark
  2 ALS, 1 TLS, printed poems, printed material, and other material
Ryan, Betty
  2 ALS
Ryder, Michael
  Printed poem
Ryder, Rollie
  1 TLS
Rzepkowicz, Abraham
  1 MS
Sackner, Marvin
  2 ALS, 1 envelope, and printed material
SaFranko, Mark
  1 MS
Saint Christopher
  1 TCS
Sanders, Ed
  1 MS
Sanders, Greg
  1 TLS and 2 MS
Sarton, May
  1 ALS, printed material, and clippings
Sasson, Eric
  1 MS
Saueressig, Heinz
  2 TLS and printed material
Saulisbury, M. L.
  1 TLS
Saunders, Jack
   Folder 1: 11 MS and printed material

Box 55

Saunders, Jack (cont)
   Folder 2: 7 TLS, 1 ALS, 1 ACS, 3 MS, a clipping, printed material, and
   other material
   Folder 3: 1 MS
   Folder 4: 1 MS
   Folder 5: 1 MS
Saunders, Robert
   Folder 1: 5 ALS, 3 ACS, 3 ANS, 2 envelopes, a clipping, 4 photos, and
   other material
   Folder 2: 5 ALS, 17 ACS, printed material, and other material
   Folder 3: 7 ALS, 8 ACS, 2 ANS, 6 envelopes, a clipping, 1 photo, printed
   material, and other material

Box 56

Scarlett
   Printed material
Scarry, Richard
   Clippings
Schevill, James
   Folder 1: 13 TLS, 5 ALS, 12 TCS, 3 ANS, 2 MS, clippings, and printed
   material
   Folder 2: 21 TLS, 6 ALS, 18 TCS, 2 ACS, 1 MS, clippings, printed
   material, and other material
   Folder 3: 11 TLS, 8 ALS, 14 TCS, 1 ACS, 1 ANS, 1 envelope, 1 MS,
   clippings, printed material
   Folder 4: 7 TLS, 1 ALS, 5 TCS, 1 ACS, 2 envelopes, clippings, printed
   material, and other material
   Folder 5: Clippings, other material
   Folder 6: Clippings, printed material, and other material
   Folder 7: 2 MS, Printed poem, printed material, and other material
Schichler, Robert L.
   1 TLS and 1 MS
Schinder, Constantine
   1 ALS
Schmidt, Mary L.
   1 TLS and printed poems
Schneemann, Carolee
   1 ALS, printed material, and other material
Schneider, Duane
   1 TLS
Schneidttinger, Traugot
   1 TLS and printed material

**Box 57**

Scholz, Christian
   3 TLS
Scheutz, Patricia
   1 TLS and 1 MS
Schultz, May
   1 ACS
Schwartz, Edward
   6 ALS, 2 TLS, 9 ANS, 1 envelope, clippings, printed material
Schwartz, Gloria Yasser
   8 poems
Schwartz, Kenneth
   2 TLS, 1 ACS, 4 poems, printed poems, printed material and other material
Schwartz, Richard
   1 TLS and 1 MS
Schwartz, Sol
   Clippings
Scoggins, Mildred
   2 TLS, 4 ACS, and 1 TCS
Scott, Arthur J.
   1 MS
Scott, Arthur L.
   2 ALS and printed poems
Scott, Joyce C.
   1 TLS
Scribner, Althea B.
   Folder 1: 9 ALS, 1 TLS, 6 ACS, 8 ANS, 3 envelopes, clippings, and printed material
   Folder 3: 1 ANS and other material
Seekins, Linda M.
   Folder 1: 1 MS
   Folder 2: 14 poems
Seemann, Ernest A.
   1 TLS and legal material
Servan-Schrieber, Emilie and Denise
   9 ALS, 6 TLS, 4 ACS, 1 ANS, 2 envelopes, and clippings
Sexton, Anne
   9 TLS, 2 ALS, 1 ACS, 1 TCS, and 1 ANS
Shahn, Abby
   6 ALS, 2 TLS, 9 ACS, 1 TCS, 2 ANS, 2 envelopes, 1 photo, printed material, and other material
Shane, Charles D.
    1 ALS and 1 envelope
Shapiro, Anna
    20 ALS, 11 ACS, 5 ANS, 13 envelopes, 2 MS, and printed material
Shapiro, Karl
    1 TLS
Shapiro, Mildred
    Other material

**Box 58**

Sharkey, Lee
    Folder 1: 5 ALS, 2 TLS, 10 ACS, 4 TCS, 2 ANS, 2 envelopes, 1 MS, printed poems, a clipping, 1 photo, printed material, and other material
    Folder 2: 2 poem and 1 ANS
Shashkin, Eugene
    1 ACS, 1 envelope
Shaw, Dave
    1 MS
Sheila
    1 ACS
Sheppard, T. G.
    1 TLS and 1 MS
Sherants, La Vona
    3 ALS, 3 ACS, 2 MS, 1 envelope, and printed poems
Sherartz, Lavana
    1 ACS
Sherman, William
    Folder 1: 6 TLS, 1 ALS, 1 ACS, 1 ANS, 4 MS, and printed material
    Folder 2: 1 MS
Sherwood, Mary P.
    3 TLS
Shetterly, Robert
    Clippings and other material
Shibles, Warren A.
    1 ALS, 1 envelope, and clippings
Shifreen, Lawrence
    2 TLS and 1 envelope
Shimamoto, Shozo
    8 TLS, 3 ALS, 2 ANS, 8 envelopes, 3 photos, printed material, and other material
Shiras, Myrna
    1 TLS, printed material, and other material
Shoemaker, Jack
    1 TLS
Siegel, Eli
  Printed material and 1 poem
Siegel, George
  Other material
Silander, Michael
  1 MS
Skellings, Edmund
  Folder 1: 1 TLS and other materials
  Folder 2: 1 MS
Skinner, Brian
  1 TLS and 1 MS
Sklar, Monty
  2 ANS
Smarandache, Florentin
  1 ALS, 1 ACS, 1 MS, and printed material
Smit, C. T.
  2 TLS and printed material
Smith, Hassel
  1 ACS

**Box 59**

Smith, John S.
  1 TLS and 1 MS
Smith, Lamont
  2 TLS
Smith, Larry D.
  Folder 1: 6 TLS and 1 ALS
  Folder 2: 1 TLS and 1 MS
  Folder 3: Other material and printed material
Smith, Larry E.
  1 MS
Smith, Larry R.
  1 TLS, 1 ACS, and 1 MS
Smith, Margaret C.
  7 TLS and 1 envelope
Smith, Pam
  Folder 1: 10 ALS, 18 ACS, 1 ANS, 2 MS, clippings, and printed material
  Folder 2: 4 ALS, 5 ACS, 2 ANS, 4 MS, printed poems, clippings, and printed material
  Folder 3: Other material
  Folder 4: 1 MS
  Folder 5: Other material
  Folder 6: 1 ANS and 1 MS
Smith, Robert
  1 TLS
Smith, Scott D.
1 ALS and 1 envelope
Snell, Marie
1 ALS, 1 envelope, and printed material
Snowe, Olympia J.
3 TLS and printed material
Solis, Julia
1 MS
Solzhenitsyn, Alexander
Clippings
Somers, Donald
1 ALS and 1 envelope
Sparling, Kent
1 TLS and other material
Spatafora, J. V.
1 MS and 1 envelope
Speer, Laurel
1 ANS and printed material

Box 60

Speezak, Judy
3 TLS and 1 ALS
Spiegelman, Lon
Folder 1: 5 ALS, 1 TLS, 6 ACS, 2 TCS, 3 ANS, 3 envelopes, 1 MS, 1 photo, printed material, and other material
Folder 2: 5 ALS, 4 TLS, 6 ACS, 1 ANS, 7 envelopes, clippings, printed material, and other material
Spinks, Lee
1 ACS and printed material
Sprinchorn, Carl
Clippings
Spoer ,Sheila
1 TLS
Springhorn, Lawrence P
Other material
St. Vincent Millay, Edna
Printed poem, clippings, and other material
Standish, Craig P.
Folder 1: 26 TLS, 1 ALS, 1 TCS, 2 ACS, 1 ANS, 1 envelope, 16 photos, and printed material
Folder 2: 13 poems
Stangroom
2 TLS, 1 envelope, printed material, and other material
Stanley, Charles
Folder 1: [Process when all loaned-out items are returned]
Folder 2: 34 ACS, 1 TCS, 1 ANS, 2 envelopes, and printed material
Folder 3: 23 ALS, 4 TLS, 5 ACS, 8 ANS, 3 envelopes, clippings, printed material, and other material

Box 61

Stanley, Charles (cont)
Folder 4: 14 ALS, 1 TLS, 18 ACS, 3 ANS, 1 MS, printed material, and other material
Folder 5: 6 ALS, 9 ACS, 3 ANS, 4 MS, and printed material
Folder 6: 9 ALS, 5 TLS, 19 ACS, 2 TCS, 1 ANS, 9 envelopes, clippings, and printed material
Folder 7: 15 ALS, 2 TLS, 15 ACS, 2 ANS, 10 envelopes, printed material, and other material
Folder 8: 3 ALS, 7 TLS, 10 ACS, 1 TCS, 5 ANS, 2 envelopes, clippings, printed material
Folder 9: 9 ALS, 1 TLS, 17 ACS, 9 envelopes, printed material, and other material

Box 62

Stanley, Charles (cont)
Folder 10: 7 ALS, 1 TLS, 15 ACS, 1 ANS, 9 envelopes, 1 MS, clippings, and printed material
Folder 11: Other material
Folder 12: 1 ANS and other material
Folder 13: Other material
Folder 14: 1 ALS and printed material
Folder 15: 2 ALS, 16 ACS, 2 envelopes, and other material
Folder 16: printed material and other material

Box 63

Starkus, James R.
1 TLS
Stauder, Thomas
1 TLS, 1 envelope, and printed material
Stearns, Helen
Clippings
Stein-Aaron, Ann
1 ACS and 1 ANS
Steingesser, Martin
Folder 1: 1 ALS, 2 ACS, 1 ANS, 38 broadsides, clippings, printed material, and other material
Folder 2: 18 poems, 2 ACS, 1 ANS, other material, and clippings
Steingesser, Richard
   1 MS
Steloff, Frances
   Printed material
Stephens, Norman
   1 MS and printed material
Stephenson, Donnan
   1 ALS, 1 envelope, and clippings
Stern, Naomi
   11 ALS, 7 TLS, 28 ACS, 4 ANS, 5 envelopes, a clipping, printed material, and other material
Stetser, Carol
   Folder 1: 1 TLS, 1 envelope, 1 MS, printed material, and other material
   Folder 2: 7 ALS, 7 ACS, 1 TCS, 1 ANS, 5 envelopes, printed material, and other material
   Folder 3: 1 ANS, printed material, and other material
   Folder 4: 1 ANS and other material

**Box 64**

Stetser, Carol (cont)
   Folder 5: 1 ANS and other material
Stevens, Thip
   12 poems
Stevens, Wallace
   Printed material
Stewart, Stanley
   1 TLS
Stocking, Dave and Marion
   3 TLS and 2 ACS
Stockton, Dean
   1 TLS
Stone, Nan
   1 TLS and printed material
Stover, Lloyd V.
   1 ACS, 1 MS, clippings, and printed material
Strong, James
   1 MS
Subotnick, Sandy
   1 ALS
Sullivan, Ann
   1 TLS
Susskind, Harriet
   1 poem with 1 ANS
Suvero, Victor
   1 ALS
Swartz, David
   Folder 1: 1 TLS, 7 ACS, 1 ANS, and 1 MS
   Folder 2: 2 MS
   Folder 3: 1 MS
Swartz, Gloria
   1 MS
Swift, Elizabeth
   2 ALS, 1 TLS, 1 ACS, and 1 envelope
Swykert, David J.
   1 MS
Szymanowitz, Raymond
   1 TLS
Tagliabue, John
   4 ALS, 1 envelope, 3 MS, a clipping, and printed material
Talcott, William
   1 TNS and poem
Tangel-Cote, Dianne
   2 TLS and printed material
Tanguay, Leo
   4 TLS, 1 ANS, 30 poems, and clippings
Tanzi, Diane
   Folder 1: 6 TLS, 4 ALS, 8 ACS, printed poems, and printed material
   Folder 2: 1 MS
Tassone, Gerald L.
   1 MS

Box 65

Tatelbaum, Linda
   3 ALS, 1 TLS, and printed material
Teg, William
   13 TLS, 1 ALS, 1 ANS, 4 MS, clippings, and printed material
Teller, Gayl
   Folder 1: 1 TLS and 1 MS
   Folder 2: 1 TLS, 8 poems and other material
Terzian, Autumn
   Printed poems
Teter, D. Park
   5 poems, printed material, and other material
Teuty, Ian
   1 TCS
Thenot, Jean-Paul
   1 ANS and 1 envelope
Thomas, Jerry
   1 MS
Thomas, John F.
   Printed poems
Thompson, Don
   2 MS
Thram, Diane
   8 ALS, 4 ACS, and 1 envelope
Thurston, Doris
   7 TCS, 5 ACS, 1 ANS, 4 envelopes, clippings, printed material, and other material
Tierney, James E.
   1 TLS
Tissere, Seth
   3 TLS, 2 ALS, 1 ACS, and printed material
Todd, Dorothy
   1 TLS
Toll, Dirck
   Folder 1: 3 ALS, 2 TLS, 1 ACS, and printed material
   Folder 2: 1 TLS and 1 MS
Tovey, Eloyde
   1 TLS, 2 TCS, and 1 envelope
Townsend, Johnny
   1 MS
Toy, Patricia
   3 ALS and 1 envelope
Transformer, Todd
   21 ALS, 13 ACS, 3 TCS, 2 envelopes, a printed poem, 3 photos, printed material, and other material
Trauma, Annie
   1 ALS and 2 ACS
Trend, David
   1 TLS

**Box 66**

Truck, Fred
   Folder 1: 1 ANS and 2 MS
   Folder 2: 1 ANS and 1 MS
   Folder 3: Printed material
Tully Judd
   1 ALS, 5 ACS, and printed material
Turner, John
   1 MS
Turner, R.B.
   1 MS and 1 TLS
Tyndall, Timothy S.
   Other material
Unidentified correspondents
  Folder 1: 2 ALS, 3 ACS, 1 envelope, printed material
  Folder 2: 8 ACS, 7 ALS, 5 TLS, 8 ACS, and other material
  Folder 3: 4 ALS, 3 TLS, 5 ACS, 3 envelopes, and other material
Unidentified to John Piros
  1 ALS
UCLA
  6 TLS and 1 envelope
Unsino, Stephen
  6 MS
Urich, Judy
  2 TLS, 1 ALS, 1 ACS, 2 envelopes, and printed material
Utenkov, Demian
  Printed material
Vagabond Press
  Printed material
Valkanou, Theodora
  Printed material

**Box 67**

Varney, Ed
  1 TLS, 1 envelope, and other material
Vasseur, Judy
  1 ALS and 1 photo
Ver Becke, W. Edwin
  4 ALS, 2 ACS, 1 ANS, 5 envelopes, 1 photo, printed material, and other material
Ver Duft, Lee
  1 MS and 3 poems
Vest, Eugene
  2 ALS and printed material
Viglini, Janelle
  Folder 1: 2 ALS, 1 ANS, 2 envelopes, and other material
  Folder 2: 5 ALS, 1 TLS, 7 ACS, 3 ANS, 5 envelopes, 1 MS, clippings, a printed poem, printed material
  Folder 3: 2 ALS, 1 TLS, 11 ACS, 3 ANS, 3 envelopes, 20 photos, printed material, and other material
  Folder 4: 9 ALS, 3 ACS, 3 ANS, 18 envelopes, 1 MS, 10 photos, legal material, and printed material

**Box 68**

Viglini, Janelle (cont)
  Folder 5: 1 ANS, 1 MS, and printed material
Folder 6: 25 ALS, 10 ACS, 4 ANS, 30 envelopes, 2 MS, a clipping, 2 photos, printed material, and other material
Folder 7: 8 ALS, 3 ACS, 1 ANS, 8 envelopes, a printed poem, clippings, 1 photo, printed material, and other material
Folder 8: 1 ALS, 1 TLS, 5 ANS, 2 envelopes, 1 MS, 11 poems, and other material
Folder 9: 1 MS
Folder 10: 3 poems and other material

**Box 69**

Viglini, Janelle (cont)
Folder 11: 1 MS and 8 poems
Folder 12: Clippings, printed material and other material
Folder 13: 2 printed poems
Folder 14: 1 ALS, 2 ANS, and 1 MS
Folder 15: 1 MS
Folder 16: 1 MS
Folder 17: 26 ALS, 3 ACS, 2 ANS, 8 envelopes, 1 MS, a clipping, 1 photo, printed material

**Box 70**

Viglini, Janelle (cont)
Folder 18: 1 photo and other material
Folder 19: 39 TLS, 8 ALS, 8 ACS, 2 TCS, 5 ANS, 6 envelopes, 4 MS, printed poems, clippings, printed material, and other material
Folder 20: 18 ALS, 4 ACS, 3 TCS, 1 ANS, 6 envelopes, 9 MS, a printed poem, 4 photos, and printed material
Folder 21: Other material [might not in fact be from Viglini; found loose at back of box with three other items clearly from her]
Folder 22: 1 TLS and other material

**Box 71**

Vogel, Manfred
1 TLS
Von Rumpf, Bonami
Folder 1: 1 ALS, 1 TLS, 1 envelope, and 5 MS
Folder 2a: Other material
Folder 2b: Other material
Voodoo, Michael
Clippings, printed material, and other material
Wagoner, David
Printed poem
Wahl, Edward
  1 MS
Waldman, Anne
  Printed material
Waldrop, Rosmarie
  1 TCS
Walker, David
  1 TLS, 2 TCS, 1 ANS, clippings, printed poems, printed material, and
  other material
Walker, Kaetheryn
  1 MS
Walker, Lynne
  12 ALS, 1 TLS, 1 ACS, 5 MS, printed poems, a clipping, printed material
Wallace, Emily M.
  1 ALS, 1 TLS, and other material
Walsh, Andy
  1 ALS, 1 envelope, and 1 MS
Walter, Robert
  1 MS and 1 TNS
Walton, Anthony
  Clippings
Ward, Deborah
  2 ACS and 1 poem

Box 72

Warren, Dean
  1 MS
Warren, Robert Penn
  Clippings
Warren, Wally
  24 ALS, 4 ACS, 6 ANS, 2 envelopes, 1 MS, clippings, 2 photos, printed
  material, and other material
Was, Liz
  Other material
Wassell, Jean H.
  1 ALS and 1 envelope
Waxman, Joanne
  1 TLS
Weaver, Mary
  Folder 1: 2 ACS, 2 MS, clippings, and printed material
  Folder 2: 2 ACS, 1 ANS, 1 MS, printed material, and other material
  Folder 3: 2 ALS, 3 TLS, 5 ACS, 1 MS, clippings, printed material, and
  other material
  Folder 4: 1 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 TNS, 1 envelope, 2 MS, clippings, and printed
  material
Folder 5: 4 ALS, 6 TLS, 2 ANS, 1 MS, clippings, printed material, and other material
Folder 6: 4 TLS, 1 envelope, 2 MS, clippings, and printed material
Folder 7: 4 TLS, 1 ALS, 1 ACS, 1 ANS, 1 MS, clippings, and printed material

Webb, Jon E.
  2 ALS, 1 ACS, and a clipping
Weber, Anne
  1 TLS, 1 ACS, and 1 TCS
Weinman, Paul
  3 poems and printed material
Weinstein, Celia
  3 poems and other material
Weiss, Paul
  1 TLS
Weiss, Sigmund
  5 MS and 5 poems

Box 73

Welch, Chuck
  Folder 1: 4 ALS, 4 TLS, 3 ACS, 4 ANS, 3 envelopes, 1 MS, clippings, printed material, and other material
  Folder 2: 5 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 TCS, 6 envelopes, printed material, and other material
Weldon, Don
  1 TLS and 1 MS
Wellman, Don
  2 ALS, 1 TLS, 1 envelope, 1 MS, and printed material
Wendt, Larry
  Printed material
Wentzell, Judith
  1 TLS
Wernert, Joan
  1 ALS and printed poems
Whalin, Kathleen
  1 TLS
White, Patricia M.
  1 MS
White, Stuart A.
  2 ALS, 2 TLS, and 1 ACS
Whitehead, Joanne
  10 ALS, 9 ACS, 1 TCS, 13 ANS, 1 envelope, and 9 poems
Whitmore, Susan
  1 MS
Wiater, Michael
  1 ALS, 1 TCS, and 1 envelope
Wickham, Mary
  Clippings
Wieczorek, Paula
  3 poems
Wiggins, Joan
  1 TLS
Wilbanks, Jess
  1 TLS and 1 MS
Wilk, David
  1 TLS, 1 ACS, and 1 envelope
Wilkens, W. R.
  1 ALS, printed poems, printed material, and 4 poems
Wilkinson, Guy
  1 MS
Williams, Bebe
  Printed material
Williams, Gisela
  Printed poems
Williams, Jonathan
  3 TLS, 1 TCS, and printed material
Williams, Sioned
  Clippings
Willis, Bryan
  1 MS and printed material
Wills, Tom
  1 ACS and 1 TCS
Wilson, Alden C
  4 TLS
Wilt, Dean D.
  Other material
Winans, Al D.
  2 TLS and 1 ALS
Winkler, Christopher
  4 ALS, 3 TLS, 4 ACS, 2 TCS, and printed material
Winslow, Kathryn
  10 TLS, 2 ALS, 4 ACS, 1 TCS
Winters, Frank
  1 TLS and printed material
Winters, Janet
  3 ALS, 2 envelopes, a clipping
Winters, Mary
  Printed poems
Wintners, Max
  1 MS
Wireless, Robot
  Printed material
Wires, John
  1 TLS

Box 74

Wismer, Donald
  5 TLS, 1 TCS, 1 ANS, and printed material
Wisniewsky, Mark
  1 TLS and 1 MS
Wofford, Joe
  1 TLS and 1 MS
Wolfe, Michael
  1 ALS
Wolfgang, Carol
  1 MS
Wollheim, Peter
  1 TLS and printed material
Wolos, Gregory
  1 MS
Wood, Deborah
  1 TLS
Woods, Christopher
  1 TLS and printed material
Woodworth, Stephen
  1 MS
Xu Liejun
  1 TLS
Yamada, Yuko
  1 ANS, 3 envelopes, and printed material
Yamazaki, Koichi
  1 TLS
Yanow, Mortimer
  8 TLS, 1 ALS, 1 MS, and 4 photos
Yasser, Lillian
  1 poem
Yglesias, Helen
  Clippings
Yoray, Alma
  3 ALS, 1 ACS, 1 ANS, 1 envelope, and printed material
Yori, Tom
  1 TLS and printed material
Young, Elvera
   1 TLS and 1 MS
Young, John G.
   1 MS and printed poems
Young, Karl
   Other material
Young, Noel
   12 TLS, 1 ACS, 1 ANS, and 2 MS
Yu, Jessica
   1 MS
Zabitsky, Frey
   1 ALS, 3 ACS, and 1 envelope
Zabrinskie, Philip T.
   Printed material
Zack, David
   9 TLS, 2 ALS, 3 ACS, 1 TCS, 2 ANS, 5 envelopes, printed material, and
   other material
Zahn, Curtis
   3 TLS and 1 envelope
Zandri, Vincent
   1 MS
Zbitnew, Gregory
   2 ALS, 1 envelope, and other material

Box 75

Zega, Anthony
   1 ALS, 2 TLS, 3 envelopes, clippings, and printed material
Ziedberg, David S.
   1 TLS
Zeldis, David
   1 MS
Zelevansky, Paul
   Other material
Zepp, Rachel
   3 ALS, 2 MS, and printed material
Zerzan, John
   Printed material and other material
Zetterling, Mai
   Printed material
Zimmes, Harriet
   A clipping and printed material
Zipporah, Zena
   1 ALS, 1 ACS, and 1 envelope
Zittau, Herbert
   3 MS
Zorach, Tom
   1 TLS
Zoss, Abe
   1 TLS
Zouck, Lisa
   Printed material
Zydek, Fredrick
   1 TNS and 4 MS